
COMMUNICATING 
YOUR WAY TO 
RELATIONSHIP 
FREEDOM 

-Ryan Witherspoon 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce myself – research alternative sexualities & relationshipsWill talk about how culture influences intimate relationships, and how to move beyond that to attain greater freedom, satisfaction & joy in your relationships.First step to experiencing more freedom in your relationships is to realize that none of us are really free….By which I mean we all grow up and live within a culture, and that culture powerfully shapes the way we relate to others.



Influence of Our Culture 
 

Relationships should be: 
• Forever 
• Dyadic 
• Monogamous 
• Hetero-normative 
• Effortless  (especially sex!) 
• Essential for happiness 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Experiencing freedom in your relationships requires acknowledging the pervasive role culture plays in influencing them.Once you are aware of this, you can choose to break away from culturally dominant conceptualizations and create exactly the “designer” relationships you want!Culture influences our beliefs of what relationships “should” be and look like.What expectations about relationships does our culture teach us?That relationships should be:Forever.Dyadic.Monogamous & faithful.HeteronormativeCulture NOW accepts LGBT relationships, but only if they “look like” traditional heteronormative ones.Effortless“True Love”Sex = Consistent, amazing, easyEssential for happinessIs this the only way a relationship “should” be?!



What else teaches us how 
relationships “should” be? 

 

• Our Family 
• Parental modeling 
• Family culture 

• Early/formative relationships 
 

What lessons did you learn? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to larger culture, our families of origin and early relationships also model and teach us what relationships “should” be like.These lessons and modeling can be positive and constructive, or negative and harmful.What lessons did you learn about relationships from your family of origin?  From your early formative relationships?  Are you even AWARE of them?!



Influence of Language 
 
• Language influences perception 

 
• Perception = Our experience of the 

world 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Culture is also inexorably tied to language.Reality is all about languagePerception of color - Russians & color blueLanguage influences our perception of experience.



The Language of Relationships 
 

Friend Friend w/ 
Benefits 

Lover 

Boyfriend/ 
Girlfriend Husband/ 

Wife 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does language affect our relationships?Dominant culture only provides a limited set of words to describe the connections we make with others.  Culture creates these labels, and then defines them for us: what does society say it means to be a husband or wife?  How about boyfriend/girlfriend?  How about friend with benefits or lover?What barriers separate these labels?  What must one do to traverse from one label to another – society gives us a set of expectations re: commitment, exclusivity, romanticism, rules around love, etc.Some labels are privileged by society – such as husband/wife over boyfriend/girlfriend.So: We make a connection with a person, then must fit them into one of society’s proscribed boxes. 



Cultural Labels  vs.  
 

• Rigid 
 

• Persistent 
 

• Generic 

 
 

 

Healthy Relationships 
 

• Flexible 
 

• Fluctuate over time 
 

• Infinitely unique 

What happens when reality doesn’t match expectations? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BUT: Human relationships are infinitely variable, AND fluctuate and change over time.  At odds with rigid, persistent classifications and rules imposed by dominant culture.Leads to suffering: resentment, disillusionment, breakdown of communication, loss of self-esteem.Does this work?!Why bother! Who cares what you call a relationship!  Let’s all just agree that words and labels don’t matter.…..but problem is labels DO matter.Just ask those who are fighting for gay marriage, even in states with legally equivalent domestic partnership laws.Another reason why labels matter is….



Confirmation Bias 
 

• We selectively seek out evidence to 
support our pre-existing beliefs 
 

Cultural labels/biases   
 

Expectations 
 

Perception 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cultural expectations and labels for relationships are both reinforced by: Confirmation Bias – people will see what they want to see.We are primed to seek out evidence to support our pre-existing beliefs….even if we disagree with those beliefs!Confirmation bias means that each individual creates their own reality, based on what they expect it to be, even if it’s not desired.End result is we often perceive and thus create our relationships to match what we think they’re SUPPOSED to be, instead of what we may actually WANT.These words we use to describe our relationships can become spells we cast ON them, influencing our experience!



Must we be culture-bound? 
 

Freedom = making conscious choices! 
 

• Create “designer” relationships  
suited to your needs & desires 

• Relationships as unique as their 
participants 

 

• But how? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how do we get out of this trap?  How can we break our culture’s hold on our relationships and reclaim our freedom to create and live exactly the relationships that we want? We can create “designer” relationships: construct each relationship to suit participants’ unique needs and desires.



Focus on Your Experience 
 

• Mindfulness 
 

• How you feel, not what you think 
• What makes you feel better? 

Worse? 
• What feels right?  Why? 

 

• What do you want? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First and most important step:Focus on your experience.  Meaning:Mindfulness: Be present in your mind and body to your true experience, not what you WISH your experience was, or think it SHOULD be.How do I feel (not what do I think!)?  What makes me feel good/better or bad/worse?  What do I WANT?



Break Down “Relationship” 
 

Where is your comfort zone: 
Sexual Exclusivity:  Total  None 
Emotional Exclusivity:  Total        None 
 

Abandonment   Inundation 
Independence   Togetherness 
Freedom   Security 
 

Your passions?  Priorities? Kinks? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identify important aspects of relationship.Relationships thought of as a monolithic “thing” that “should be” a certain way.  Break concept of “relationship” down into specific components.Helpful to think of where you fall on different continua, aspects, such as:Where do you fall on each continuum?  What others can you think of?See where others in relationship with you fall on these….where there is great disparity, that is where opportunities for negotiation and compromise exist.



COMMUNICATE! 
 

• Communication is a skill! 
 

• Requires 
• Cultivation 
• Frequent and dedicated practice 

 
• Feedback 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
COMMUNICATE.MOST ESSENTIAL SKILL.And it IS a SKILL that requires frequent and dedicated PRACTICE.Communication is one of the most important skills you can have, yet you never learn HOW in school and many people learn from poor examples.Cultivation: Read books, go to workshops!Feedback: Do you REALLY know how your communication comes across to others?Kasper talked about some fantastic communication tools and tips, so instead I’m going to focus more on listening:



How to Listen 
 

1. Focus 
2. Paraphrase & reflect 
3. Seek clarification 
4. Empathize 
5. Validate 
6. Respond 
7. Seek feedback 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Communication starts with listening.Hear the words, reflect, seek clarification, empathize, validate, consider, respond, seek feedback.FOCUS – Active listeningEMPATHIZE – No matter how triggering something someone says, remember: “We are all just trying to survive”.RESPOND – Focus on YOUR feelings, experience, and what YOU WANT.  Move the conversation FORWARD instead of focusing backwards on something the person said which triggered you.



Navigate Together 
 

• Not negotiate, but navigate 
 

• Tips for difficult talks: 
• Set a specific time & topic 
• Walk /hike or be outside if possible 
• Take turns speaking & listening 
• Focus on understanding, not 

winning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Navigate differences – not negotiate because:You are piloting the same boat together, not trying to beat each other.You are seeking understanding and compromise, not specific outcome.Set a time/topic, take a walk or be in public, take turns speaking and listening for a few mins each, breathe, focus on mutual understanding and compromise, not winning.



Embrace Change 
 

• People and relationships change 
over time 

• Communication and navigation are 
ongoing, cyclical processes 
 

• Flexibility, adaptability are 
considered keys to psych. health 
 



Seek Supportive Community 
 

• Seek out your culture! 
 

• Freedom Community is a culture! 
• Relationship desires vary widely 
• But we all believe in exploring & 

expanding freedom to live and love 
 

• Strong community = Safe space to 
support exploration, experimentation 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just because our dominant culture influences our relationships, that doesn’t mean we can’t immerse ourselves in OTHER cultures which provide OTHER influences!Freedom Community is a culture too!As individuals, our relationship desires and needs vary widely, but as a community we all believe in exploring and expanding our freedom to live in love and joy.Together we can support each other as we all seek to establish and maintain meaningful connections with others, whether we operate by our dominant culture’s norms or not.



BE KIND TO 
EACH OTHER! 
Thank You, 
Ryan Witherspoon 
www.RyanWitherspoon.com 
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